Year 10 Physical Education
Knowledge Booklet
Cricket
Name:

Class:

What PE kit do I need?
Black school PE shorts/leggings, blue school PE t-shirt,
trainers and school blue football/white sports socks.

Assessment Criteria
3

Batting = recognised shots but appears awkward. Orthadox Bowling with reasonable line and length.

4

Good batting stance. Bowling is accurate and controlled. Good knowledge of fielding positions.

5

Good technique in batting and bowling. Catches confidently and can return the ball quickly and accurately.

6

Evidence of batting placement. Varies bowling to outwit batsman with spin or swing. Influential in the field.

7

High level of batting (batting around wicket) and/or bowling (spin or swing) technique. High level fielding.

8

Few unforced errors. Front foot shots are dominant. Bowling high level of consistency with line and length.

9

Exerts significant control over the game. Controlled bowling defeats batsman. 360 deg batting.

P8

Personal

Accept critical feedback and demonstrate resilience in my learning.

T8

Thinking

Critically analyse and evaluate all aspects of individual and team performance and have the
ability to solve complex problems.

Big Questions
1.

How can the wicketkeeper ensure no additional runs are scored?

2.

How can you spin the ball when bowling to deceive a batsman?

3.

How can you negate spin with a cross bat shot?

4.

How can we use our feet to get closer to the pitch of the ball?

5.

Why is it important to ensure you throw to the right when fielding?

6.

How do you determine shot selection to score runs?

Web Links:
How to bowl off spin.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kH_QwWtF7U
Murali (Sri Lanka) takes 10 wickets using spin.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0Zi2WAIExs

The wicketkeeper should adopt a
comfortable, balanced low crouch so that
they can rise with the bounce of the ball.
Feet should be shoulder width apart with
the weight on the balls of the feet.
Hands should rest comfortably together
on the ground palms forward with the
gloves open presenting the largest
possible catching surface. The head
should be still and the eyes level focused
on the impending delivery.

Off Spin –

Off Spin

An off-spin delivery turns from the off
side to the leg side when bowled at a
right-handed batsman.
The spin is generated by the first and
second fingers of the right hand.

Leg Spin –

The middle joints of the index and
middle fingers are well spread across
the seam. The ball rests against the
third finger but the thumb has little
involvement.

Leg spin involves turning a ball off the
pitch from the leg-side of a right-handed
batsman, to the off-side.

Use your first two fingers to give the
ball a good "rip" at the point of
delivery.

The top joints of the index and middle
fingers are across the seam, with the
ball resting between a bent third finger
and the thumb.

Leg Spin

As you release the ball, straighten the
fingers and much of the work on the ball
will be done by the third finger, turning
the ball anti-clockwise.
Flick the wrist so that the palm of the
hand finishes facing downwards.

The Sweep shot!

Move to the ball

